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Abstract

4D printing magnetic structures with excellent strength activated with a low level of the 
magnetic field is always desired but challenging. This work studies the influence of 
simultaneous magnetization on the magneto-mechanical performance of 4D-printed active 
polymers. The main aim is to magnetise magnetic iron polylactic acid (PLA) material during 
4D printing via fused deposition modelling (FDM) process. During the printing process, the 
magnetization of the samples is performed in various magnetic field states. Specimens are 
printed in three states with two magnets around the printing area, magnets under the 
printing area, and without magnets, at three angles of 0, 45, and 90° to the applied magnetic 
field. Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), mechanical tests, and scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) are used to investigate the effects of the applied magnetic field on the 
magnetization with different printing conditions, mechanical properties of different printing 
angles, and the microstructure of printed samples. Results show that printed samples on the 
edge of the magnet are saturated in a higher specific magnetization compared to the printed 
samples with magnets around and without a magnetic field. The specific magnetization in the 
magnetic field in the direction of the sample deposition increases by 63.46% by applying a 
magnetic field. The strength increases 21.4% when a magnetic field is present, and the sample 
is printed at 0° angle along the tension direction. The printed sample has better mechanical 
properties when two magnets are used around the printing region rather than one under it, 
which is independent of the impact of the printing angle. Finally, the optimal printing mode 
for obtaining the appropriate magnetic and mechanical characteristics is 3D printing with 
magnets under the printing bed at 0° angle along the tension direction.

Keywords: Additive Manufacturing; 4D Printing; Fused Deposition Modelling; Magneto-active 
polymers; Iron-filled PLA



1. Introduction

Currently, additive manufacturing (AM) process competes with many conventional 
manufacturing methods in terms of cost, speed, reliability, and accuracy. The advantages of 
AM include high production speed, freedom of design, saving money, and green production 
[1]. FDM is the most common material extrusion technology of the 3D printing type [2,3]. The 
variety of materials and the excellent mechanical qualities of the items produced using this 
technique are FDM's key strengths [4].

A filament-based material 3D printing extrusion process known as FDM is one in which a 
polymer filament is melted using a heated nozzle and carefully dispensed layer by layer to 
create parts [5,6]. Thermoplastic polymers used for FDM must be converted into a series of 
filaments and then prepared for 3D printing. In FDM, a variety of polymer-based materials 
and smart materials can be utilised, however polylactic acid (PLA) usage is highly common [7]. 
4D printing creates 3D objects using the same techniques as 3D printing which is material 
deposition directed by computer programming. 4D printing of smart materials can produce 
flexible parts with dynamic structures. These parts have interesting features such as folding, 
unfolding, self-twisting, self-inflation, and self-assembly [8–10]. In general, the 4D printing of 
smart materials can be used in medical applications, soft robotics, self-evolving structures, 
active origami, sensors, and flexible electronics [11,12]. The printed object responds to factors 
like tension, pressure, temperature, pH, and electric or magnetic field [13,14].

Responsive magnetomaterials are smart objects that react to magnetic fields. For instance, 
magnetic fields and magnetic nanoparticles can be used to establish remote control in a 
micro-receiver made from hydrogels or silicones [15–17]. In these materials, embedding 
occurs during pre-processing. Metal and polymer printing applications for this technique are 
quite promising. Hence, the printed sample reacts to the external magnetic field. Magnetic 
polymer materials can be printed using FDM technology due to its features in terms of 
printing composite materials [18]. Among the many potential types of devices and actuation 
modes, magnetically responsive materials are particularly exciting since they are rapid, 
contactless, and driven by magnetic fields that may be used safely near humans [19,20]. The 
specific applications of 4D-printed magneto-responsive materials are shape morphing [21],  
bone scaffold structure [22], metamaterial structures [23], shape locking systems [24], and 
grippers [25]. 

Henderson et al. [26] investigated the modification of the magnetic properties of PLA iron 
filament using magnetic field-assisted AM. In this research, three different samples of 
Protopasta magnetic materials, a combination of iron and polylactic acid (PLA), were printed 
in the presence of a magnetic field and then measured using a vibrating sample 
magnetometer (VSM) to determine the printing effects in on the magnetic properties of the 
samples. The magnetic programming of printed shape memory composite structures was 
researched by Zhang et al. [22]. In this work, several structures were printed using PLA and 
composite filaments comprised of Fe3O4 and PLA which are biocompatible and biodegradable. 
Investigations were made into the shape memory characteristics of printed objects produced 
by magnetic fields. Analyses of mechanical and thermodynamic characteristics were 
conducted. Under a certain temperature and magnetic field, the form recovery mechanism 
was identified. 



A bioprocess-inspired tracheal frame idea using magnetically stimulated shape memory 
composites was described by Zhao et al. [27]. This article explained how shape memory 
polymer (SMP) is used in the custom 4D printing of tracheal framework that is made using 
biological models. This article suggested a brand-new manufacturing technique and idea for 
individually modifying tube frames with irregular shapes. Two bio-inspired frameworks are 
fabricated through the printing of PLA/Fe3O4 composite. The created scaffolds could be 
inserted into the body in a momentarily deformed configuration and then be exposed to an 
alternating magnetic field to restore them to their original shape. Multi-material magnetic 
printing for multimodal shape conversion with tunable properties and switchable mechanical 
behaviours was studied by Ma et al. [28]. To study the multimodal deformation and better 
tunable features of soft magnetic materials and magnetic shape memory polymers, 
researchers created a multi-material printing process. They demonstrated multiple 
deformation modes with distinct shape configurations using combined thermal and magnetic 
excitation, enabling more active metamaterials with controllable physical properties. Also, 
active magnetic soft materials for on-demand magnetic stimulation conversion were created 
by Zhang et al. [19]. Printed magnetically active soft material with 3D patterned magnetic 
profile, programmable deformation, and controllable motion showed promising applications 
in actuators and soft robotics. They also demonstrated the diverse functions resulting from 
the complex deformation of robots.

According to previous studies in this field, the impact of the printing angle compared to 
the angle of the magnetic field lines applied during the printing procedure, on the magnetic 
and mechanical properties of the printed samples, has not been explored. In this research, 
the effects of the magnetic field during the 4D printing procedure of smart magnetic filament 
are discussed. The initial goal of this study is to look at how the presence of a magnetic field 
affects the mechanical and magnetic properties of 4D-printed samples. The proposed study 
is useful in stimulating 4D-printed structures with optimum parameters. Shape changing with 
less magnetic power and stronger 4D scaffolds can be obtained using this technique.

For this purpose, the FDM 3D printing method is used to extrude iron PLA magnetic smart 
filament. The printer in this study has been modified to apply the magnetic field while printing 
samples. Different angles and magnetic field conditions are used to test the magnetic 
characteristics of printed samples. Several magnet positioning states are employed to create 
magnetic fields. The effects of varied printing angles at 0, 45, and 90° with respect to the 
magnetic field's direction and the desired tension direction are investigated as well. A tensile 
test is then performed on the manufactured samples to examine the impact of the magnetic 
field on the mechanical characteristics of printed samples at various printing angles. The 
fracture parts of the chosen samples are then photographed for a more thorough study.



2. Materials and methods

This section introduces the research's equipment and provides an explanation of the 
procedures and tests run. The necessary steps to prepare the devices and samples are 
explained after the introduction of the tools and devices used.

2.1. Materials

In general, two types of filaments were used in this research. The filament studied in this 
research is the smart magnetic PLA filament filled with iron (around 15 wt%). Also, 
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) filament was used to make the magnets holder. Iron PLA 
filament manufactured by Protopasta Company was used. This oxidizable filament is a 
ferromagnet material that responds to a magnet field and has the same behaviour as pure 
iron. Encased in plastic, the iron particles retain a stable cast and matte finish when printed 
but can be oxidized if desired to print rusted decorative parts. This filament is more abrasive 
than standard PLA. It is preferable to switch to a wear-resistant nozzle or a nozzle with a bigger 
diameter while printing with this filament to extend service intervals. ABS PLUS filament 
manufactured by Net3d company was used to make the magnet holder and other parts. This 
filament has lower dimensional accuracy and higher melting temperature than PLA and is 
more economical.

2.2. Magnet holder

Two magnet holders were designed using SolidWorks software to match the size of the 
magnets to maintain two magnets around the printer nozzle to provide a magnetic field while 
printing samples. The holders were manufactured by the printer itself. For installation on the 
printer's x-axis, these two holders were created as shown in Figure 1(a).

2.3. FDM modifications and printing parameters

FDM printer is used to print all samples due to its capability is printing thermoplastic with 
good surface quality and mechanical properties [29,30]. Also, printing composite materials 
can be achieved using this technique [31–33]. The open-source FDM printer was used to print 
the samples as shown in Figure 1(b). This printer used a direct extruder to extrude melted 
materials and can print parts in dimensions of length, width, and height of up to 50 cm. The 
printer was customized to print samples in different magnetic field conditions. The FDM 
printer used in the study was modified to print samples under various magnetic field 
conditions. Additionally, to achieve an acceptable print quality, the printing parameters had 
to be adjusted based on the characteristics of the magnetic field that was being applied to 
the samples being printed.

Since the protective part of the extruder cooling fan was unable to keep the holders 
stationary and moving due to the magnets present as well as the pressure created by the 
weight of the magnets and holders, the holders were permanently mounted on the printer's 
x-axis aluminium profile. The end-stop collision sensor module of the printer was then moved 
to the top of the holder, on the profile, in accordance with the reduction of the extruder's 
range of motion in the x-axis, between the two holders, to prevent the extruder from striking 
the holders.



Additionally, five mirror layers were employed underneath the print sample to ensure that 
the printing process occurs in the magnet's core. To keep the mirrors from shifting during the 
printing of the prototypes, they were joined at the sides using regular hot glue. In general, 
the same requirements had to be satisfied to print the samples in the three different 
circumstances of printing without a magnet, printing with a magnet around the printing area, 
and printing with a magnet underneath the sample.

At first, using a nozzle of 0.6 mm, due to better quality, we decided to use the parameters 
of extrusion temperature of 245 °C, bed temperature of 45 °C, layer thickness of 0.25 mm, 
and printing speed of 35 mm/s. However, due to the lack of the mixing of the appropriate 
layer and due to the interruption of the printing process, and the creation of errors during the 
printing process in the state of the magnet below, it was not possible to use the said 
parameters. Finally, by using the trial-and-error method, the optimal parameters for printing 
tensile test samples in three magnetic conditions were obtained. The 230 °C nozzle 
temperature, 45 °C bed temperature, 0.5 mm layer thickness, and 35 mm/s printing speed 
were found to be applicable in all three scenarios without prior issues. 

The printing of tensile test samples on magnets has undergone yet another optimization. 
The magnets were relocated to the bottom of the tray because the melt being extruded not 
being stable, the correct layer not being mixed, the extruder fan's cooling function failed, and 
the inability to print directly on the magnet (see Figures 2(a) and (b)).

Figure 1. (a) Built-in magnet holder for mounting on the printer. (b) The personalized part of 
the printer for printing samples with magnets around.



Figure 2. Pre-printed tests: a) cube sample printed on the magnet with initial temperature 
and b) cube sample printed on the mirror with magnets under the tray and optimized 
temperature.

2.4. Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)

One of the ways to induce a magnetic field is to use permanent magnets. In this research, 
permanent block neodymium magnets of grade N52 with dimensions of 20 x 20 x 10 mm from 
First4Magnet were used. Different samples were printed in various magnetic field conditions 
for VSM measurements to examine how the magnetization of the samples changed while they 
were in the various states of magnetic fields. Additionally, multiple samples were printed with 
varied angles of the printing lines relative to the stretching direction of the tensile test to 
evaluate the impact of magnetic field conditions on the mechanical characteristics of the 
printed sample. 

Samples were printed in three states with a magnet surrounding the printing region, a 
magnet below, and without a magnet at three angles to the lines of the applied magnetic field 
to examine the change in magnetization of the samples during printing. According to previous 
studies [34], the printing parameters were 0.6 mm nozzle diameter, 200 °C nozzle 
temperature, 45 °C bed temperature, 30 mm/s printing speed, and 0.5 mm outer shell layer 
thicknesses. Due to the dimensional limitation of the VSM device, the samples were printed 
in three layers with a length of 5 mm (see Figure 3(a)).

Five samples were printed first at the parameters to verify the impact of the magnetic 
field on the magnetization of the printed samples under the influence of the field. In the next 
step, by checking the results and ensuring the effectiveness of the magnetic field on the 
magnetic properties of the printed samples, the previous conditions were completed and for 
further investigation, the samples were also printed with the conditions as shown in Table 1. 
Note that a hypothetical line was put on the magnet to separate states E and F from one 
another (see Figure 3(b)).



Figure 3. (a) Printed VSM sample. (b) Printing in E and F modes.

Table 1. Schematic figures of printed VSM samples (grey lines represent field lines)
State Printing mode Schematic image of printed 

samples
A Printing without any magnetic field

B Printing with a magnet around the printed 
area perpendicular to the field lines

H Printing with a magnet around the printed 
area at 0° to the field lines



I Printing with a magnet around the printed 
area at 45° angle to the field lines

C Printing on the width of the cube (edge of 
the magnet) with a 0° angle to the field lines

D Printing on the width of the cube (magnet 
edge) perpendicular to the field lines

G Printing on the width of the cube (edge of 
the magnet) with a 45°angle to the field

E Printing on two magnet poles in line with the 
drawn line

F Printing on two magnet poles perpendicular 
to the drawn line



To measure the magnetization of the samples in different states, the VSM made by the 
Kashan academic magnetism company located in the central chemistry laboratory of Bo Ali-
Sina University was used. This machine has a 1.5 Tesla maximum magnetic field capacity. 
Additionally, this equipment can evaluate samples up to a maximum of five millimetres in 
length and breadth. The magnetic hysteresis curve of the printed samples was drawn after 
they underwent magneto-metric examination up to a magnetic field of around 1000 (Oe) at 
room temperature.

All samples were examined vertically and at 90° angle to the field lines. Origin data analysis 
software was used to draw graphs of output results. The output results are presented in the 
form of a loop diagram of specific magnetization hysteresis (emu/g) on the applied field (Oe). 
It should be noted that in the topics of electromagnetism, the number of magnetic dipoles 
per unit volume of the object is called magnetization, and the result of dividing the 
magnetization by the density of the material under study defines the specific magnetization.

2.5. Mechanical testing

In order to investigate the effect of different states of the magnetic field on the 
mechanical properties of the printed samples, 9 samples were printed in three situations and 
each in three printing angle patterns in relation to the stretching direction, using a 0.6 mm 
nozzle diameter, 230 °C nozzle temperature, 45 °C bed temperature, 35 mm/s printing speed, 
and 0.5 mm outer shell layer thicknesses. The three states of the magnet during sample 
printing are simple test samples without magnetic field (samples 1-3), test samples with 
magnets under the printing area (samples 4-6), and test samples with magnets around the 
printing area (samples 7-9).

It should be noted that in the printing mode between two magnets in state B, the distance 
between the two magnets was 35.15 mm. Also, in states H and I, due to the need for more 
space for horizontal movement in the X direction of the printer, the distance between the 
two magnets was chosen to be approximately 56 mm according to the dimensions of the 
extruder (see Figure 4(a)). According to the magnets' dimensions, two magnets stuck together 
from the point where the poles are separated were used in the case of printing with magnets 
below to produce a magnetic field in the gauge portion of the printed sample as shown in 
Figure 4(b). 

Also, different raster angles are presented in Figure 4(c). Samples are printing lines 
perpendicular to the stretching direction, printing lines in the direction of tension, and 
printing lines at angle of 45° to the direction of stretching. In total, the number of samples 
and their printing conditions are presented in Table 2. To check the mechanical properties of 
the printed samples, the universal servo electric tensile testing machine (STM-50) with a 
capacity of 5 tons made by Santam Company was used. The tensile test was followed 
according to ASTM D630-14 (V) and the sample size is shown in Figure 4(d) [35]. The samples 
were stretched according to the ASTM D630-14 standard at speed of 1 mm/min and the force 
diagram was drawn according to the displacement of all the broken samples (see Figure 4(e)). 
Origin data analysis software was used to draw graphs of output results.



Figure 4. (a) Print the tensile test sample in print mode between two magnets. (b) Print the 
tensile test sample in print mode with a magnet under the print area. (c) Raster angle of 
tensile test samples. (d) Dimensions of the tensile test sample in millimetres based on ASTM 
D630-14 (V). (e) Broken tensile test sample.



Table 2. The number and printing conditions of the printed tensile test samples
Sample Magnet condition Printing conditions
1 Lines perpendicular to the direction of tension
2 Lines in line with the direction of tension
3

Without magnet

Lines with 45° to the direction of tension
4 Lines perpendicular to the direction of tension
5 Lines in line with the direction of tension
6

Magnet below

Lines with 45° to the direction of tension
7 Lines perpendicular to the direction of tension
8 Lines in line with the direction of tension
9

Magnets around the print area

Lines with 45° to the direction of tension

2.6. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

Among the samples, samples number two, five, and eight, which have the highest 
maximum stress values, were selected for imaging. Due to the variations in the magnetic field 
states during each sample's printing, the choice of these three samples also allows for the 
examination of the impact of various magnetic fields. Due to the sections being destroyed 
during the sample preparation step, imaging of the fracture sections was done first. As was 
previously stated, samples 2, 5, and 8 were selected at this stage due to the highest breaking 
force and to compare the condition of iron particles in three states without magnets, magnets 
below, and magnets around. 

Images of fracture sections were prepared at different magnifications. The chosen tensile 
test samples were prepared for transverse section imaging investigation using a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). In this regard, the fracture surface was smoothed by sanding 
procedure after photographing the sample's fracture sections. The cross-section of the 
samples was then coated with a thin coating of gold due to the non-conductivity of the 
fracture cross-section and the lack of iron particles on the surface. An SEM machine was used 
to capture photographs of the microstructure of the printed samples. This tool can analyse 
phases, microstructure particles, and elements heavier than aluminium in all metallic and 
non-metallic materials. To capture photographs of microstructures, this machine also has a 
professional digital camera.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. VSM results
The VSM test results are examined in this section. The samples' outcomes for each magnet 

location are first examined independently, and the results are then combined. The output 
data are shown as a loop diagram of the applied field (Oe) and specific magnetization 
hysteresis (emu/g). Specific magnetization is the result of dividing the magnetization by the 
density of the substance being studied in the field of electromagnetism [36].

At first, the results of the samples related to each position of the magnet are checked 
separately, and then the results are summarized. In general, in the case of placing the magnet 
around the sample printing area, three samples are made using a personalized printer. At 
first, sample B was printed with a 90° printing angle to the field lines, between two magnets 
with a distance of 35.15 mm. Due to the necessity of the transverse movement of the extruder 



for the printing process, two samples H and I were printed with 0° and 45° angles to the field 
lines, respectively. Hence, the distance between the two magnets was 56 mm. The results of 
all the tests in this mode are presented in Figure 5(a).

As can be seen in Figure 5(a), sample B experiences more saturation magnetization in a 
lower field than samples H and I, which can be due to the smaller distance between the 
magnets. As a result, the magnetic field is stronger when this sample was printed. On the 
other hand, in two samples H and I, the increase of the printing angle compared to the 
direction of the magnetic field lines during the printing procedure caused the measured 
saturation-specific magnetization in the sample to be higher. This can be due to the vertical 
placement of the sample in the VSM test. Because the residual magnetic property of the 
magnetic field from the magnets in the samples printed at angle of 45° and 90° to the field is 
in line with the induced field of VSM and increases the specific saturation magnetization in 
the sample with a printing angle of 45° and 90°. It seems that applying a magnetic field by 
placing the magnets on both sides of the extruder while printing the sample leads to a lower 
measured saturation magnetization than the sample printed without a magnetic field.

Five samples are printed when the magnet is placed under the sample printing area. Three 
samples are printed on the edge of the magnet (the place where the poles are separated) and 
two samples are printed on the wide surface of the magnet (one of the poles). The samples 
were printed on the edge of the two magnets with the mentioned parameters. Three samples 
C, D, and G were printed with 0, 45, and 90° angles relative to the direction of the magnetic 
field of the magnet, and the corresponding results are presented in Figure 5(b). As can be 
seen in the results, the graph of sample C with a 0° angle to the field shows higher saturation-
specific magnetization compared to other samples. After sample C, sample G is located with 
a printing angle of 45° to the magnetic field lines. Sample D shows the lowest specific 
saturation magnetization. In this case, the magnetic field is observed that as the printing angle 
increases with respect to the direction of the magnetic field lines of the magnet, the 
saturation magnetization decreases. Comparing the results with the printed sample without 
a magnetic field, when the magnetic field is applied in the direction of sample deposition 
(sample C), the specific saturation magnetization of the printed sample in the magnetic field 
increases by 63.46% compared to the printed sample without a magnetic field, which is in 
accordance with the results of previous research [26].

In the case of printing on the magnet pole, the samples were printed on the two magnet 
poles in line with the imaginary line and perpendicular to the imaginary line. According to the 
results, sample E shows a higher saturation magnetization in a lower field (see Figure 5(c)). 
While sample F is saturated in a lower field than sample A, it shows lower saturation 
magnetization than sample A. In general, acceptable coordination between the results is not 
observed in this case, which can be due to errors in the printing and placement process in the 
VSM device. For this reason, the printing mode on the separation of the magnet poles was 
used to print the tensile test samples.

According to the results presented in Figure 5(d), all the tested samples show soft 
magnetic hysteresis loops, which is consistent with the results of previous studies [26,34]. By 
comparing the results of all cases with each other in Figure 5(d) and Table 3, the samples 
printed on the edge of the magnet have the highest specific saturation magnetization 
compared to other samples. On the other hand, samples printed with magnets around the 



printing area are saturated in a lower specific magnetization than samples printed without a 
magnetic field. It seems that sample E is saturated in less field than other samples, while this 
sample has a 36.01% increase in specific saturation magnetization compared to the printed 
sample in the state without a magnetic field. The samples printed on the magnet are 
saturated in a higher specific magnetization than those printed with magnets.

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the residual loop of samples printed with magnets around and 
without magnets. A) Printed sample without magnetic field, B) printed sample perpendicular 
to the field with a magnet around the printing process, H) printed sample with a magnet 
around the printing process at 0° angle to the field lines, and I) printed sample with magnets 
around the printing process at 45° angle to the field lines. (b) Comparing the residual loop of 
samples printed on the separation of magnet poles with the sample printed without magnetic 
field. A) sample printed without magnetic field, C) sample printed on the separation of the 
magnet poles with 0° angle to the field lines, D) sample printed on the separation of the 
magnet poles with a perpendicular angle to the field lines, and G) sample Printed on the 
separation of the magnet poles at angle of 45° to the field lines. (c) Comparing the residual 
loop of samples printed on the magnet pole with the sample printed without a magnetic field. 
A) Printed sample without magnetic field, E) printed sample on the magnet pole with a 0° 
angle to the drawn line, and F) printed sample on the magnet pole with a perpendicular angle 
to the drawn line. (d) Comparison of the residual loop of all printed samples with each other. 



A) printed sample without magnetic field, B) printed sample perpendicular to the field with a 
magnet around the printing process, C) printed sample on the separation of the magnet poles 
with a zero degree angle to the field lines, D) printed sample on The place of separation of 
the magnet poles with an angle perpendicular to the field lines, E) the sample printed on the 
magnet pole with a 0° angle to the drawn line, F) the sample printed on the magnet pole with 
an angle perpendicular to the drawn line, G) the printed sample placed on the separation of 
the magnet poles at angle of 45° to the field lines, H) the sample printed with a magnet around 
the printing process at angle of 0 degrees to the field lines, and I) the sample printed with a 
magnet around the printing process at angle of 45° relative to field lines.

Table 3. Maximum magnetization for printed samples

Sample Printing mode Specific saturation 
magnetization (emu/g)

Applied 
field (Oe)

A Printing without any magnetic field 6.63115 10000
B Printing with a magnet around the 

printed area perpendicular to the field 
lines

5.79452 10000

C Printing on the width of the cube (edge 
of the magnet) with 0° to the field

10.8392 10000

D Printing on the width of the cube 
(magnet edge) perpendicular to the field

7.12043 10000

E Printing on two magnet poles in line with 
the drawn line

9.02498 10000

F Printing on two magnet poles 
perpendicular to the drawn line

5.91823 10000

G Printing on the width of the cube (edge 
of the magnet) with an angle of 45 
degrees to the field

9.43006 10000

H Printing with a magnet around 0° to the 
field

3.94614 10000

I Printing with the magnet around at angle 
of 45° to the field

4.04158 10000

3.2. Analysis of tensile test results
In this section, the samples printed in each mode are compared with each other to check 

the effect of the printing angle in relation to the stretching direction. The printed samples 
with the same angles and different magnetic field states are compared to study the effect of 
the magnetic field on the mechanical properties of the printed samples.

According to the tensile test results of the printed samples without magnetic field which 
is shown in Figure 6(a). Sample 2 with a printing angle of 0° compared to the stretching 
direction has more tensile strength than samples 1 and 3 with printing angles of 90° and 45° 
compared to the stretching direction. This is because the printed filament is stronger than the 
connection of printed lines in samples with printing angles of 45° and 90° to the stretching 
direction. In fact, it can be concluded that the adhesion strength between printed lines is 
relatively lower than the strength of the printed line itself, which is in accordance with 
previous studies, apart from the type of filament used in this study [37–39]. 



The results presented in Figure 6(b) confirm all the discussions raised in the printing mode 
without the magnetic field. In contrast to the case without the magnetic field, it can be seen 
in Figure 6(b) that the elongation in the stretch area of sample 4 with print lines at 90° to the 
stretch direction is 36.68% less than the sample with 0° angle. According to Figure 6(c), the 
sample printed with a 0° angle to the stretching direction has more tensile strength than the 
others like previous sets.

Figure 6. (a) Tensile test results of printed samples without magnetic field. 1) Sample printed 
with printing lines perpendicular to the stretching direction, 2) sample printed with printing 
lines aligned with the stretching direction, and 3) sample printed with printing lines at angle 
of 45° to the stretching direction (b) The results of the tensile test of samples printed with a 
magnet under the printing area. 4) Sample printed with a magnet under the printing area with 
printing lines perpendicular to the direction of tension, 5) sample printed with a magnet 
under the printing area with printing lines in line with the direction of stretching, and 6) 
sample printed with a magnet under the printing area with printing lines with an angle of 45° 
to the direction of stretching (c) Tensile test results of samples printed with magnets around 
the printing area. 7) Sample printed with a magnet around the printing area with printing lines 
perpendicular to the direction of tension, 8) Sample printed with a magnet around the 
printing area with printing lines in line with the direction of stretching, and 9) sample printed 
with a magnet around the printing area with printing lines with an angle of 45° to the direction 
of stretching.



In order to study the effect of the magnetic field on the mechanical properties of the 
sample in the same printing parameters, the samples with the same printing angle and 
variable magnetic field conditions are compared. The SEM photos taken from the fracture 
surface of the samples are used to investigate the effect of the magnetic field more precisely. 
The stress-strain diagrams of the printed samples at angle of 90° to the direction of tension 
are shown in Figure 7(a). At this angle, the presence of the magnetic field caused by the 
magnet around the printing area has increased the strength of the printed sample by 1.9% 
compared to the printing state without a magnetic field. While the presence of a magnet 
under the printed sample reduces the strength of the printed sample by 26.89%. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that in the printing angle of 90°, the use of magnets around the sample 
printing process increases the adhesion strength of the printing lines compared to the case 
without magnetic fields. Also, in the same way for printing with a magnet under the sample 
printing process, it can be concluded that the presence of a magnet under the printing area 
reduces the adhesive strength of the printed lines.

According to Table 4, the printing angle of 0° compared to the stretching direction in all 
cases results in the highest strength in the output sample. For comparison, graphs of samples 
printed with a 0°angle are presented in Figure 7(b). In general, the magnetic field increases 
the mechanical properties of the printed samples at this angle. At this angle, in the case of a 
magnet around the printing area (sample 8), due to the magnetization of the line being 
printed and the printed line (see Figure 7(c)), the attraction force is created between the 
opposite poles of the lines, and this can cause more adhesion of the lines, decrease the 
porosity in the printed sample and increase the strength of the sample by 21.4% compared 
to the printing mode without magnetic field.

As can be seen in Figure 7(d), at angle of 45°, the printed sample without a magnetic field 
shows the highest stress. The next highest stress is the sample printed with magnets around 
the print area. In this angle, like the 90° angle, the sample printed with a magnet shows the 
lowest strength under the printed area of the sample. In fact, it can be concluded that at 
printing angle of 45° compared to the direction of tension, the presence of a magnet around 
and under the printing area of the sample reduces the strength of the printed sample by 4 
and 16.72%, respectively, compared to the printing mode without magnetic field.

According to Table 4, the presence of a magnet under the printed area of the sample 
increases by 62.3% the maximum stress of the sample with a printing angle of 0°, compared 
to the printing without magnets. Also, the use of a magnet under the printed area of the 
sample at this angle leads to an increase in strength. At the printing angles of 45 and 90°, in 
contrast to the 0° angle, the reduction of the maximum stress is observed, and the sample 
printed with a magnet under the printing area shows a lower tensile strength than the case 
without a magnet. In the case of printing with a magnet under the sample, the difference in 
the value of the maximum stress between the sample with a 0° angle and the samples with 
90° and 45° angles is greater than in the case of printing without a magnet. In fact, the 
presence of a magnetic field during the printing process reduces the adhesion strength 
between the printed lines. 

In this instance, since all conditions are the same aside from the magnetic field condition, 
this difference can be attributed due to the presence of the magnetic field under the sample, 
the movement of iron particles, and the orientation of the magnetic dipoles in the molten 



filament during the printing process under the influence of the magnetic field. Printing with a 
magnet around the printing area, the difference in the values of the maximum stress between 
the 0° angle and the 90° and 45° angles is less than the case of the magnet under the sample, 
and in this aspect, it is like the case without a magnetic field.

According to Table 4, the samples made at 0° and 90° angles have higher tensile strength 
than those in the printing mode without a magnetic field. In fact, the presence of the magnetic 
field around the print area, printing angles of 0° and 90°, increases the tensile strength of the 
printed sample. The samples printed with magnets around the printing area show a higher 
maximum stress compared to the samples printed with magnets under the printing area. 
Apart from the influence of the printing angle, the use of two magnets around the printing 
area provides better mechanical properties in the manufactured sample than the magnet 
under the printing area.

SEM images of fracture sections of 2, 5, and 8 samples are presented in Figure 8(a). As 
can be seen, in sample 2, there is a longitudinal discontinuity of the printed lines and porosity, 
which can be the reason for the lower strength of the printed sample compared to the other 
two samples. No longitudinal discontinuity can be seen in samples 5 and 8. According to 
Figure 8(b), the width of the printed layers of sample 5 decreases with increasing height, 
which can be due to the presence of a magnet under the sample. The edges of the eight 
sample layers have more alignment in the vertical direction. By examining the SEM images of 
the prepared samples in Figures 8(a) and (b), it is possible to see the movement of iron 
particles in the magnetic field, especially in printing with a magnet under the printed area of 
the sample. Slight sedimentation of iron particles can be seen in some parts of these samples.

The obtained results are useful in terms of activation with lower magnetic field strength. 
The printed structure can be activated with less field strength if magnets are placed below 
the printing bed. Hence, the power consumption would be less in terms of shape morphing 
and activating the structure [40]. Also, the results show the mechanical properties of printed 
specimens increased by applying a magnetic field during the printing procedure. Thus, printed 
structures can be stronger while less magnetic field strength is required to stimulate them 
[41]. The results are useful in terms of shape programming with less input field power and 
the metamaterial scaffolds are stronger in different applications [22,23]. 



Figure 7. (a) The tensile test results of the samples printed at angle of 90° to the tensile 
direction, 1) printed sample without magnetic field at angle of 90° to the direction of 
stretching, 4) sample printed with a magnet under the printing area with an angle of 90° to 
the direction of stretching, and 7) sample printed with a magnet around the printing area with 
an angle of 90° to the direction of tension. (b) Tensile test results of printed samples with a 
0° angle of print lines relative to the tensile direction, 2) the printed sample without magnetic 
field with the angle of the print lines of 0° relative to the direction of tension, 5) the sample 
printed with a magnet under the printing area with the angle of the print lines of 0° relative 
to the direction of tension, and 8) the sample printed with the magnet in around the printing 
area with the angle of the printing lines of 0° to the direction of tension. (c) The force of 
attraction between the magnetized lines in the magnet state around the printing area (grey 
lines show the direction of the magnetic field). (d) Tensile test results of samples printed at 
angle of 45° to the direction of tension, 3) printed sample without a magnetic field with an 
angle of the printing lines of 45° to the direction of tension, 6) Sample printed with a magnet 
under the printing area with an angle of the printing lines of 45° to the direction of tension, 
9) Sample printed with a magnet in around the printing area with the angle of the printing 
lines at 45° to the direction of tension



Table 4. The maximum value of the stress-strain diagram of the printed samples
Sample Magnet condition Printing conditions Stress

(MPa)
Strain

1 Lines perpendicular to the direction 
of tension

12.79 0.0438

2 Lines in line with the direction of 
tension

13.47 0.0471

3

Without magnet

Lines with 45° to the direction of 
tension

11.13 0.0393

4 Lines perpendicular to the direction 
of tension

9.35 0.0367

5 Lines in line with the direction of 
tension

13.96 0.052

6

Magnet below

Lines with 45° to the direction of 
tension

9.27 0.0341

7 Lines perpendicular to the direction 
of tension

13.07 0.0518

8 Lines in line with the direction of 
tension

14.04 0.0504

9

Magnets around the 
print area

Lines with 45° to the direction of 
tension

10.68 0.0388



Figure 8. (a) Fracture sections of printed samples with 0° angle. 1) sample 2, printed without 
magnetic field, 2) sample 5, printed with a magnet under the sample area and 3) sample 8, 
printed with a magnet around the print area. (b) Prepared fracture sections of printed 
samples with 0° angle. 1) sample 2, printed without magnetic field, 2) sample 5, printed with 
a magnet under the sample location and 3) sample 8, printed with a magnet around the print 
location



4. Conclusions
In this research, the influence of the magnetic field state and the angle of the 3D printing 

with respect to the magnetic field lines and the angle of the printing lines with respect to the 
stretching direction on the magnetic and mechanical properties of the printed samples have 
been investigated. The application of this work is in the 4D printing field in which the 
stimulation and activation of structures with high strength are necessary. The general results 
obtained from the tests are as follows:

 In the case of printing with a magnet around the printed area of the sample, 
increasing the printing angle compared to the direction of the magnetic field lines 
during printing causes the measured saturation magnetization to be higher in the 
sample.

 Applying a magnetic field by magnets on both sides of the extruder while printing 
the sample lead to a lower measured saturation magnetization with the value of 
3.94614 emu/g compared to the sample printed without a magnetic field with the 
value of 6.63115 emu/g.

 In the case of printing on the width (edge) of the magnet, as the angle of the 
magnetic field increases with respect to the direction of the magnetic field lines, 
the saturation magnetization decreases to 7.12043 emu/g.

 Comparing the results with the printed sample without a magnetic field, when the 
magnetic field is applied in the direction of the sample deposition, the specific 
saturation magnetization of the printed sample increases by 63.46% in the 
magnetic field.

 In general, the samples printed on the magnet are saturated in a higher specific 
magnetization than the samples printed with magnets around them.

 The sample printed with a 0° angle to the stretching direction has more tensile 
strength than other samples with values between 13 to 14.04 MPa. In fact, the 
adhesion strength between printed lines is relatively lower than the strength of 
the printed line itself.

 When the magnet is placed around the printing area, at 0° angle to the direction 
of tension, due to the magnetization of the line being printed and the printed line, 
the force of attraction is created between the opposite poles of the lines, and this 
causes more adhesion of lines, reduction of porosity in the printed sample and 
increase of 21.4% strength of the sample compared to the printing mode without 
magnetic field.

 In the printing angle of 0°, using a magnet around the sample printing process 
increases the adhesion strength with the value of 14.04 MPa of the printing lines 
compared to the case without a magnetic field.

 The presence of a magnet weakens the adhesion strength of the printed lines in 
the sample printing process when printing with a magnet.

 The presence of a magnetic field under the printing area when printing a sample 
with a 0° angle to the stretching direction increases the strength of the printed line 
to 13.96 MPa.



 According to the SEM image of the fracture area of the sample printed with a 0° 
angle compared to the magnet pull direction under the printing area (sample five), 
the width of the printed layers with a 0° printing angle decreases with an increase 
in height, which can be due to the presence of a magnet under the sample.

 In general, the samples printed with magnets around the print site show a higher 
maximum failure compared to the samples printed with magnets below the print 
site. It can be concluded that apart from the influence of the printing angle, the 
use of two magnets around the printing area provides better mechanical 
properties in the manufactured sample than the magnet under the printing area.

 It is possible to choose the printing mode with a 0° angle to the direction of 
stretching with the magnet under the printing area of the sample as the best mode 
to achieve the desired magnetic and mechanical properties.
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 Specific magnetization increases by 63.46% when applying a magnetic field

 Strength increases 21.4% when a magnetic field is present and printing angle is zero
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